Mammen Family Public Library
Monthly Report – June 2022 Activities
Circulation Team Report


Number of visitors to the library:
12,754



Total items circulated: 42,650



New cards issued: 492



Number of active members: 7,760

Programming, Outreach and Community Collaboration
Program
Focus

Programs

Live Participants

In library
programs

64

891

Live Zoom
programs

7

53

Recordings of
events posted
this month

Passive
Programming
Participants

103 number of
craft kit/handout,
homework and
resource lists
emailed out to
members
Recording
viewings

Passive
Programs

1

Total

72

9
944

112

We are thankful for over 69 hours worth of volunteer teachers and leaders for our classes this
month.
Program Spotlight
The Adult Summer Reading Program was off and running with their first class held on June 1. It
will run through the end of July. During these weeks the adults will be able to log books and
events through the new online tracking system and app, Beanstack. For the first time ever adults
who log at least one book will be able to get a tshirt. This seems popular so far along with the
weekly gift card drawings that we regularly have during the summer months with each book
read and event attended and logged becoming a ticket into the weekly and then overall
summer drawing.
Community Support
Toastmasters continued their Speechcraft series with Jeannette hosting online to help the
community work on their public speaking skills. Pat Rodriguez is the new president of the club
and will be in charge of hosting the Zoom meeting for the Speechcraft event going forward.
Tom Lesnick held a Documentary viewing and discussion for the Baby Boomer Dilemma, An
Expose of America's Retirement Experiment.
Leisure Learning
Hannah has a very full schedule this summer with weekly repeated crafts on Tuesday afternoons
and Thursday evenings, camp style class series, and cooking classes on most Fridays.

So far for the repeated crafts she has taught Concrete Planters, Loofah Soaps and Hand Dipped
Beeswax Birthday Candles in June. These fun classes have all had full registrations all summer.
Hannah contracted with
Susan James to teach
Fondant Flowers and Hand
Painted Cookie Decorating
and
contracted
with
Caroline Broderick to teach
the highly popular Apple
Strudel class.
Lucy Blum taught a three day
camp style basic sewing class. The group had fun and completed projects such as drawstring
bags, pillowcases and mug rugs while learning all the basics of machine sewing.
During the summer Bethanie holds a series where the public can learn different hobbies on
Monday nights. We kicked off summer reading with staff member Sam Stevens teaching a class
on Tabletop Role-playing Games. One of the most easily recognized is Dungeons and Dragons
but they are playing Old School Essentials, a role-playing game of fantastic adventure, where
players work together to overcome fearsome monsters, sinister plots, and deadly traps in search
of wealth, power, and glory. This group now meets weekly on Mondays. In June we also had a
Rose Growing Program that focused on our area and Earthkind Roses specifically.
Bethanie worked with Bryan Degner from the Pacific War Museum out of Fredericksburg to bring
three WWII lectures to our library through their outreach program. The program started with a
focus on WWII’s Operation Overview, about the leadup to what brought us into the war, and
participants viewed a collection of items from the museum for the public to see. The final two
weeks we Zoomed him in so that while he was lecturing we could view some of the bigger
pieces at the museum. These last two lectures focus on Industrial Production as a Key to Victory
and then a tour of the museum.
Mackenzie Broderick is now prepping and will be planning the screen free craft each month.
This month’s craft was a Sea-Themed Coaster.
Art and Culture
Contracted art teachers included:
Jill Deurmier, our watercolor teacher, demonstrated the techniques to paint a set of four sea
creatures. Jill’s watercolor class is our most popular program right now and Hannah is offering
Jill’s classes twice with a repeated class immediately after the first during the summer. One of
the classes is already booked completely full.
Rachel taught the Modern Brush Calligraphy and Calligraphy Styles class where they reviewed
how to emphasize strokes, flourishes and other hand lettering techniques.
Debbie’s Exploring Art Mediums participants made their own watercolor paint this month.

Mackenzie Broderick taught an Acrylics class with a fun night scene of fireflies in a jar. Folks were
raving about her and her
teaching style in the online
reviews. Mackenzie also taught
her monthly Junk Journaling
class as well.
Bethanie continued the Celtic
World Great Course Series
where members view the
lecture and then are led in
discussion after. This weekly
program should run through the
end of July.
Civics
Frank Shaddalee and co-presenter Mike Ellaby began hosting a new Great Courses topic in
June titled, America and the World - A Diplomatic History. They view two Great Courses
documentaries then review and discuss after each episode.
Health and Wellness
Grief Support Group is back online and has changed their meeting time to Mondays at 4pm.
They are steadily growing each month and it is heartening to see people heal a little bit each
month as well.
Jymann Davis is holding a five part Master of Memory Series over the summer for those interested
in learning about their memory and why we become forgetful and ways to combat this.
Literacy
The book clubs are all mostly back in person, with one still hybrid. They all seem to be thriving
and the ones that are open to the public are getting new members.
GED has gone well this summer and has added some new students.

Youth Programming
Teen Programming
June started off nice and calm but quickly grew busy with the start of Summer Reading!
Everyone had a blast at the Summer Reading Kickoff Party and we already have over 80 teens
registered for our summer reading program, which is incredible!
June was packed with a variety of programs, including Window Decorating, Smoothie Making,
Movie Days, All Day Videogames, Collages, and Bath Bombs. We also brought out the woodworking trailer and the teens made some awesome birdhouses!

Thanks to our former Teen Librarian, Elizabeth Engelman, we were
able to host a variety of cooking classes in June. Teens made
cupcakes with icing and pasta, all from scratch!
In addition to these programs, the library also hosted a Teen Sewing
Class for Beginners, led by Rebecca Rindahl, at the request of one
of our teens. We had several teens come in, learn the basics of
sewing, and make their own sailboat pillow!
Jeannette
Leroy
and I made a trip
out to SJRC and
made ice cream
with the kids. It was
messy and a little
chaotic, but a ton
of fun! The teens
there also had a ton of book requests, which is awesome!
We also had a record number of teen volunteers throughout June! We had 17 teens show up to
help at our Summer Reading Kickoff Party and we’ve had multiple teens help out at the library
almost every day since. We are incredibly grateful for their help!
Children’s Programming
While our first two weeks of June were quiet, Summer Reading got off to a strong start with nearly
1,000 people attending our Summer Reading Kickoff Party! Kids (and adults) enjoyed sno-cones,
the bounce house, water slide, and dunk tank. A huge Thank You! to the Friends of the Library
for their support and cold water, our teen volunteers who helped with sno-cones, set-up, cleanup, and t-shirt distribution, and every library staff member who took a turn in the dunk tank!!
We are staying busy with daily kids’ programs including Storytime, Craft time, Lunch Book and
Graphic Novel Book Clubs, LEGO Builders and Game Days, STEM Day and Messy Science, Junior
Naturalists and Family Movie Day. A new program this summer is our Youth Maker Workshop led
by Makerspace Specialist Katherine; both two-day workshops in June were completely full with
over 30 children on the waiting list! Katherine and volunteer Michael did a fantastic job leading
our kids through building and experimenting with the JIMU robots we have in the Makerspace.
Volunteers from Guadalupe River State Park also joined us during our first week of SRP to lead a
Fish Printing program. Over 50 children participated and created some really cool prints!
Mondays have been quite busy with Messy Science and STEM Day. Messy Science is our fun
hands-on science program for children ages 5 and under. Every other week little ones try out
fun easy science experiments. Some of the experiments we’ve done so far include rescuing
animals from frozen blocks of ice, and making snake bubbles with water bottles, soap water
and kitchen towels!

STEM Day is one of our busier programs this summer. Sessions
usually fill up within a day or two! Parents have been telling
us how they have to set reminders just to sign up and secure
a seat for their children. STEM Day is a fun and interactive
program for ages 5-12 where each week we do an activity
focusing on one or two of the fields of STEM (Science,
Technology, Engineering, & Math). Some of the projects
we’ve done this summer are ocean bottles, salt dough fossil
making, and nature raft building.

Our
Wednesday
programs in June
included a Stay and
Play morning for
children 0-3 and a
Foam Party for kids
of all ages! Babies
and
Toddlers
enjoyed a water
table, bike riding on
the patio, and a “feed the shark” alphabet game. Nearly 250 people came to play in the Foam
Cannon and enjoy sno-cones to beat the heat!
On Wednesdays we also host
LEGO Builders and the Kids
Graphic Novel Book Club. LEGO
Builders has been so successful this
summer. Kids have been having a
blast building with new friends and
taking on challenges put on by Mr.
Javier.
For the Graphic Novel Book Club, kids meet every other week to practice their drawing skills and
talk about their favorite graphic novels. We have also been incorporating drawing challenges
that the kids have been enjoying.
Fridays at the library have been a nice break from the jam packed programs during the week.
Every other Friday we host Family Movie Day in the Youth Services Program Room. For our first
movie day families enjoyed watching Finding Dory. Everyone enjoyed freshly popped popcorn

provided by the library. Thanks to Jeannette for letting us borrow her super cool popcorn
machine!
Outreach (Jeannette Leroy)
Huge happenings for the month of June! Our Outreach
department applied for and was awarded The Texas State
Library and Archives Commission (TSLAC) Community
Advancement Package for almost $10,000! With this grant
we were able to make a few modifications to our Trekker
and order lots of cool accessories for Outreach
programming. We purchased a mobile book collection for
our patrons to check out at outreach events, a classroom
set of musical equipment, art supplies & sensory play and
an outdoor projector and movie screen. We are so excited
to be able to share all of these new resources with our
community. The modifications to the Trekker have already made a significant difference in the
amount of time it takes to prepare, set-up and transport all of the many supplies needed for our
outreach events.
In June we were able to connect with over 400 members of our community and hand out over
500 books/crafts. We don’t keep count of the popsicles we hand out to all the kiddos to keep
them cool at our events but if I had to guess it’s probably over 1 million popsicles. Only kidding
but boy do our Bulverde/Spring Branch kids love their frozen treats.
Our special events for June included a joint endeavor with the Bulverde Police Department and
Bulverde Parks Department to host movies in the park. Together we were able to bring Chase,
Ryder, Skye and all the other Paw Patrol characters to Bulverde. Mammen Family Public Library
sponsored the movie, a Paw Patrol themed craft and of course we brought Paw patrol books
for the kiddos to check-out. We had a blast making Paw Patrol masks and encouraging even
more of our community members to sign up for our summer reading program.
Another opportunity to get the word out about our
summer programming is through our Comal ISD
elementary school visits. In June we were able to visit
with children at Johnson Ranch Elementary and at
Kinder Ranch Elementary. We talked about all the
great programs we have going on here this summer
at the library, read a story together, and made a
craft.
Even though we’ve been super occupied with
summer reading events our regular stops have not been neglected. We’ve been having a great
time at our Pop-up at the park library visits, senior activity center, local assisted livings and
making sure to get books into as many hands as possible through our Little Free Libraries and our
homebound patron book drop-off.

Our Books and Bites book club at the Bulverde Senior Activity Center read and discussed Faye,
Faraway by Helen Fisher a novel about a young woman who time travels. We had a great
discussion about living in the present vs. living in the past with most of our club agreeing that
living in the present is how you heal wounds from the past. For the “bites” portion of our meeting
we were able to gorge ourselves on sticky toffee pudding, which for us non-English folks is a type
of caramel cake.
Pop-up library at the park is always a fun and messy time. At our park visit in June we made
sports pennants to celebrate our favorite summer sports, played in bubbles, read and sang
sports themed books and songs and of course shared popsicles with all of our park friends.
Our St. Jude’s Ranch for Children (SJRC) visits were so popular during the school year they
requested that we continue visiting in the summer. We were able to visit in June and teach them
how to make ice cream in a bag! Most of the teens don’t have a way to get off campus to join
us for the awesome teen programs we have available here at the library so it’s amazing that
we’re able to take a few of our programs to them.
Our Heights and Bulverde Assisted Living visits are still very popular with the residents. Amish
romances and murder mysteries are still the two most popular genres of books checked out by
residents and one of the biggest surprises by far is that a few of the residents have really taken
to the Kindle electronic readers. Our Homebound Patron program is delivering to two individuals
in the area. An electronic and physical form are in the works to build the program so that we
can reach more homebound patrons.

Collections Reports
Adults (Kristin): We loaned 2 items to and borrowed 78 items from other libraries in the
Interlibrary Loan (ILL) system. I proctored 4 exams in June. We worked one-on-one with 11
members to teach them how to use our electronic resources. In June the westerns were
inventoried and the DVDs were weeded. This month I will focus on weeding the audiobook
collection and inventorying the DVDs. Three adults were emailed a personalized list in June.
Teens (Allison): Per the new Young Adult Collection Inventory/Weeding Policy, the Anime and
Graphic Novel Collections were inventoried in the first few weeks of June to ensure the
upkeep of the collections. Additionally, we had a number of teen recommended reading
requests throughout the month of June, which is great!
Children (Montana & Javi): We are thankful for all of our volunteers and circulation staff who
are helping keep everything shelved and organized in the Children’s Area during our very
busy summer!!
We deleted 342 items for the following reasons:


Weeded – 284 items



Vanished – 36 items (due to inventory)



Lost and unpaid for – 9 items (sent to collections)



Lost and paid for – 13 items

Marketing & Public Relations (Mackenzie Broderick)
Marketing:
 Update marketing statistics and event
calendar
 Schedule social media posts through
Later
 Update spreadsheet detailing monthly
report statistics
 Set up Broaden Your Shelf Reading
Challenge 2022 book display
 Design more monitor, kiosks, and web
slides
 Work on new library map brochure
 Work on outreach brochure
 Input Programming Statistics
 Create meeting room agendas weekly
 Begin calendar update
 Create 2022 style guide
 Create Screen-free crafts
Public Relations/Social Media:
 Utilize Link.inbio
 Utilize Stories for quick posting
 Post multiple events throughout the
week
 Post about national holidays
 Post about upcoming events
 Post about Broaden Your Shelf Reading
Challenge 2022
 Post about artist spotlight of the month
Publicity:
 5 individual event eblasts & 4 weekly
eblasts
 Submit August press release
 Include Cookbook Club’s favorite
recipes into eblast
 Add Broaden Your Shelf Reading
Challenge 2022 reminders on to eblasts
 Add FOL events to eblasts
 Begin working on grant promo with
outreach

Technology (Rob, Lois)
Rob: In June we took steps to improve the library calendar and our statistical reporting. We
demoed half a dozen different calendaring options that are designed for libraries. If you’ve
never sat through a demo done over Zoom of library calendaring software, my
recommendation is don’t. It can be quite the slog. What we were finding was that the software
that would be the biggest improvement was going to be almost laughably expensive, and most
of the other offerings weren’t any better than what we were already using. At one point in the
process we were leaning towards just canceling the last couple demos and going with the more
expensive option, but we decided to power through with the last two demos. Fortunately, we
did because the presentation that we got from LibraryMarket of their LibraryCalender was easily
one of the most engaging and informative presentations we’ve ever seen. This was the first
presentation where we felt they really understood what we needed, and how we would be
using it. It is going to really improve the management and the look of our calendar, as well our
room management and appointment scheduling. It’s a true upgrade and the price point is
actually kind of a bargain.
The other upgrade we did was to contract with LibraryIQ. This will streamline how we collect all
of our statistical data. It can integrate with all of our databases, the door counters, or electronic
resources, and our calendar so we will be able to centralize all of our reporting data. It will
improve our collection management by giving us clearer insights into resource usage and the
overall condition of our collection. It will also give us a better picture of where our patrons are
coming from, how they are using the library, and when they are coming to the library. Overall it
will give us a clearer idea of where our resources and time are best spent
Lois: This month the Technology team worked on new issues such as:
1. A couple of issues this month with Apollo not responding right away on kiosks and front
desk computer.
2. Printers not feeding paper properly or jamming.
3. A member’s Kanopy account not allowing her to log in.
4. New member sign up computer got hung up on a new preferred pickup location.
5. Cameras stopped streaming live and server had to be reset.
6. Issue with Overdrive not allowing members to log into Lone Star Digital Library.
7. Two issues this month with Patron computers not allowing members to log in and
equipment having to be restarted to restore.
8. Two Patron computers not playing any sound and one had an unauthorized “wave
browser” on it.
9. And one day we lost incoming library phone service for a little over 4 hours.
Projects


New digital resource added to our library’s Electronic Resources called NewsBank.



We are looking to see if it is possible to display material notes on our Kiosks as members
checkout.

Facilities Management (Jewel English)
Regular scheduled monthly maintenance for pest control, aerobic septic system, and
groundskeeping maintenance
Study Rooms: 313 people used the Study Rooms from June 1-28
Public Meeting Room use: 27 people used the meeting rooms in June
Parking Curbs: 6.14.2022 For safety measures, we had David Martinez Painting, paint the (6)
parking curbs in front of the handicap parking spaces – located in the front parking area – with
“caution yellow” concrete paint. This will make them more obvious/noticeable to people
walking from the front entrance to the parking lot.

Electrical:
6.9.2022: Morgan Hallmark, Masters Electrical Services - Lights intermittingly flashing off/on in
Workroom: Masters Electrical has a new power monitoring system that they will hook up to our
main power feed to test the power and troubleshoot the problem causing the lights to flicker
off/on during extremely high temperatures. Currently they have only one person trained to use
this equipment, and will schedule the work as soon as possible.
Reading Room lights: we asked Masters Electrical if a light switch can be installed in the Reading
Room so we can turn off the lights (and conserve electricity). Since that room was added to
the library in 2014, there has not been a way to turn the lights off in that room.
Plumbing: Restroom paper towel dispenser and hand dryers -Paper towel dispensers:

Due to repeated issues of people stuffing paper towels in the public toilets, we removed the
paper towels from the dispensers, and posted a sign on them explaining why we removed the
paper towels – people will have to use the Dyson hand dryers
Hand dryers: We considered installing Xlerator hot air, wall mounted hand dryers in the public
restrooms where the paper towel dispensers are located. The vendor says they would need to
go where the Dyson hand dryers are installed: the Dyson hand dryers would have to be
removed, the drywall repaired where needed, and the wall mounted hot air dryers installed
using the existing wiring for the Dyson hand dryers.
Additionally, we were told the Xlerator dryers, even with noise control features, would not make
a significate noise difference when in use; we would need to install some sort of plexi-glass
covering on the wall to shed water from blowing on the wall, and water would still drip on the
floor below the dryers
After summer reading is over, Star State Plumbing will convert the faucets in the public restrooms
to hands free – people (kids?) often leave them running.
Butterfly Garden: Master Gardeners Workday, June 23: completed monthly maintenance of
the gardens, and finished staining the last Boy Scout arbor located next to the sidewalk to the
lower parking area.
Memorial Walkway: (6) 4”x8” memorial bricks were ordered and will be placed in the walkway
when they arrive, ETA 4-6 weeks.
Walk Up Gate: 6.25.2022 Kyle Vernoy adjusted the alignment of the walk up gate which was
not closing properly. Removed some spacers/washers from the top bolt that connects the
hinge on the gate to the post on the fence panel, and made necessary adjustments that
enables the gate to magnetically latch and lock.
Kyle explained to Rob Lerner the adjustments that were made and mentioned that if the gate
binds again - preventing it from closing/locking, adjustments on the fence post and fence
panel may be necessary.

Before

After

Ameritex Flag and Flagpole: 6.23.2022, Tyler Singleton delivered a set of nylon flags (US, TX,
Library) to have on hand to replace the current set of flags before they get too worn to repair.
According to Tyler Singleton, who is a South Texas Distributor, there are only (2) quality flag
manufacturers in the US: one has not produced large flags in over a year, the other has shut
down all flag production until at least August.

Administration (Susan/Cathy)
We contracted with LibraryMarket for their LibraryCalendar software to replace our current
calendar software after viewing various products and price points. The calendar will be much
easier to use both for the public and on the back end for staff. It includes room management
software, which will make it easier for the public and other organizations to reserve rooms. We
plan to introduce the new calendar sometime in August when we complete the training and
setup. We are currently meeting with the LibraryCalendar team virtually almost weekly and are
very impressed with their organization and onboarding process.
We realized the playful entrance to the children’s area, with the lower tube and upper padded
hole, had become a hazard as the bigger kids, while jumping through, could potentially hurt
smaller ones crawling through the lower tube. As a precaution, we covered it until we are able
to reconfigure it into child-sized doorway into the room. Mackenzie made a beautiful ocean
themed poster as a covering temporarily.
We contracted for the Foundation Directory database, which will help non-profits research
grants. The database will only be available for in-library use as we only have one login. Rob is
setting up a laptop that community members will be able to access one at a time.
As requested by the BARLD Trustees for due diligence, Susan researched other auditing
companies to perform our required annual audit. For the last several years we have contracted
with ABIP for our audit and they are a great company. One of the incentives to stay with an
audit company is that they are familiar with your organization and the audit tends to be much
easier for both the auditors and the library. This year, the auditor from ABIP who has done our
audit the last several years left ABIP so this seemed a good time to consider change, as a new
auditor would be doing our audit, either with ABIP or with another company. After much
research, Susan has chosen West, Davis & Company, who are out of the Austin area and are
used by several other library districts, so are familiar with our type of organization. Their quote
was competitive but slightly lower than what we’ve been paying. The audit will take place in
August.
Bethanie Corder is leaving us at the end of July in preparation for Baby Corder and Hannah
Johnson will replace her. Hannah is currently part time in Adult Programming. She will become
full time in August when she graduates with her Masters in Library Studies (MLS). Allison Reeves,
our Teen Librarian, who has also been helping with Circulation as part of her job duties, will take
on assisting Hannah with Adult Programming instead of her current circulation duties. We have
posted a Circulation team member position to help fill the gap Allison will leave.
Jeannette Leroy, our Outreach Specialist, is moving to Idaho and will leave us in August. We
have posted a full time position for an Outreach Librarian/Specialist.

